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This difference, however, held only for the self-expressive products, not the functional ones. And if you think
was too long ago to be worth a mention, this same doctrine was quietly adopted into US law by the Supreme
Court in , to deny Native Americans any rights to land or sovereignty. What are the forces that are driving this
shift? Expressive-authentic religion becomes publicized in more ways than the simple societal exposure and
political relevance of religious institutions. CVS brand batteries. Rather than providing the basis for the
progressive dislocation of religion, it recomposes it and gives way to novel expressions. Federal Reserve
Board and one by the J. With increasing numbers of people being married at Disney World and buried in
Harley Davidson coffins, brands as modern religion may not be all that implausible. And we have all noticed
that consumption impregnates social life in such a way that it is impossible to relieve oneself in public
facilities without having to stare at publicity. The religious nature of consumerism also explains why
consumerism is extraordinarily difficult to change. It was not only an economic phenomenon: it was a cultural
and social revolution. The results were as expected: subjects asked to think about religion in terms of
self-worth were significantly less likely to choose name brands. Neoliberalism Neoliberalism consists of the
remarkable return of the old neo-classical assumptions about the supposedly flawless and value-neutral virtues
of the free-market with respect to optimal resource redistribution and social regulation. I'm sympathetic to the
view that humans will, either by design or default, end up worshipping some god, if by god we mean "that to
which we willing offer service and sacrifice in exchange for a sense of meaning and purpose. And for people
who say that religion is the opiate of the masses or the root of all evil â€” have you met consumerism? Sunday
mornings formerly spent at church are traded for more sleep or television. Their pronouncement was not
without foundation. This analysis leads to a consideration of the ways in which religions and secular
spiritualities can contribute to a new ecological consciousness, and to the adoption of less destructive and
rapacious ways of life. The results showed that subjects who wrote about religion were significantly less likely
to choose the prestigious national brand. Not as monolithic and unidirectional forces, but as the two heads of a
process that has eroded the National-Statist foundations of our societies in favour of a new configuration in
which the mechanisms and the idea of Global Market are determining. About the author.


